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The cover graphic for this issue was produced by Alice Lecinski (HAO). It is a synoptic map of
solar coronal polarization brightness taken at 2.5 solar radii above the west limb of the sun.
The highest density of dots indicates the brightest polarized features in the corona. The map
was produced using both CONREC and HAFTON from the NCAR Graphics library. The data
for the map was taken with HAO's White Light Coronagraph Experiment for the Apollo Tele-
scope Mount aboard Skylab. Although the corona during this period was expected to be quiet,
it can be seen from the map that there were many intricate features and complications.
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Consulting Office Reopens with Expanded Services

by Ann Cowley

The Consulting Office has been reopened in the basement of the Mesa Laboratory. The new
suite of offices is in the newly remodeled area, Room 17, which has been specially designed to
provide walk-in consulting services.

The Consulting Office hours remain the same: 8:30-11:30 and 13:00-16:00. A full-time consul-
tant is now available for walk-in consulting as well. An additional telephone line is available
for phone-in questions. If (303) 497-1278 is busy, you are automatically connected to another
consultant on the second line. If both lines are busy, you hear a recorded message; please leave
your name, telephone number and a short description of your problem. A consultant will con-
tact you as soon as possible.

You can also send electronic mail messages to the CONSULT1 virtual machine on the IBM
4381 (IO) front-end computer. We recommend using electronic mail because the expert in your
problem area can be consulted before we reply to your question.

The Consulting Office is staffed by the User Services consultants: Ann Cowley, Barbara
Horner-Miller, Kenneth Hansen and Michael Pernice. These full-time staff members handle
both walk-in and telephone requests. Four student assistants, Lynne Andrade, Nikolay Kor-
sunsky, Paul Krueger and Tim Harris, provide additional support to the consulting staff.

All consultants attend a short meeting on the status of the SCD computers on Tuesday and
Thursday mornings from 08:40-08:55. The Consulting Office is closed during these periods.

April 1987 Consulting Office Schedule

Time Duty Monday Tuesday Wednesday Thursday Friday
8:30-11:30 walk-in Ann C. Mike P. Barb H-M. Ken H. Barb H-M.
8:30-11:30 phone-in Barb H-M. Ken H. Ken H. Ann C. Mike P.
13:00-16:00 walk-in Ann C. Mike P. Mike P. Ken H. Barb H-M.
13:00-16:00 phone-in Barb H-M. Ken H. Ken H. Ann C. Mike P.

Ann Cowley leads the User Services Consulting Group.

NCAR Library Services Limited During Remodeling

The NCAR Library is now being recarpeted. Each week, one quarter of the Library col-
lection is unavailable while carpet is being laid, and access to other Library materials
may be limited on some days. The expected completion date is April 23. The Library
is closed to all users on Saturdays and Sundays until then.

The Library staff will provide the best level of service possible under these conditions.
If you want to know when specific materials will be unavailable, call the Library at
(303) 497-1180.
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Security Reminder: Change Your Passwords

Six months ago in the October 1986 issue of The Record (page 14), we reminded you to change
your passwords on a regular basis to prevent security problems. In accordance with the
National Science Foundation's request, we publish this reminder to change your passwords
again if you have not done so since last October. For specific instructions, see the article noted
above; if you have further questions, contact the Consulting Office at (303) 497-1278.

Correction to Last Month's MSS Purge Article

The SELECT=EXPIRES parameter is not yet available for the MSINFO command on the IBM
4381 (IO) front-end computer. Therefore, the example on the bottom of page 8 of the March
issue is incorrect. When this parameter has been installed on the IBM 4381 (IO) computer, it
will be announced in the "Daily Bulletin" and The Record.

The MSINFO SELECT=EXPIRES parameter works as documented on the CRAY computers,
so if you wish to check on your MSS files scheduled for purging, use the CRAY version of
MSINFO.

New Logon System Planned for Telenet Users

by Marla Meehl

Important Notice for Telenet Users:
The staff of the User Services Data Communications Group will be implementing a new logon
system for Telenet users. The proposed date for installation of the new system is mid-June. If
you currently select host code 30307 when logging on to the Telenet system to enter line mode
or simulated full-screen mode, you will be directly connected to the PACX port contention dev-
ice under the new system. You will be able to select line mode or actual full-screen mode using
a variety of standard terminal types. This will be the same type of access currently provided
to users who enter host code 30308 when logging on to Telenet. Both class numbers will be
valid after the new system is installed. In the meantime, if you wish to try the full-screen
mode access, you can do so by entering host code 30308.

The advent of the new Telenet access system will mark the beginning of the phase-out of the
SIM3278 package. Full-screen emulation will no longer be necessary, since actual full-screen
access will be available under either class. Detailed instructions on using the new system will
be available in the next issue of The Record. However, we would like to address any general
comments or questions you may have about the new system before installation. Please call
Marla Meehl at (303) 497-1301, or send electronic mail TO MARLA on the IBM 4381 (IO) com-
puter.

Maria Meehl is a telecommunications specialist in the User Services Section of SCD.
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Magnetic Card Now Required for After-hours Access to Mesa Lab

As of Wednesday, April 1, staff members and authorized visitors must use the white magnetic
access card to enter the Mesa Laboratory during the night on weekdays and during the evening
and night on weekends. The card is not required for entry from 06:30-22:00 on weekdays and
from 09:00-15:00 on weekends. The magnetic card is the same one issued for entry to the
Input/Output Area near the Computer Room, so if you already have a card, you do not need
to obtain a new one. Please note that during the restricted access period, the card is also
required to exit from the Mesa Laboratory.

If you wish to enter and you do not have your card, you can contact the security guard via the
telephone in the vestibule of the main entrance. Without your card, you must also contact the
guard to let you out. Visitors without cards may use the same procedures for entry and exit.

To obtain an access card, contact NCAR Receptionist Dorothy Kokesh at 497-1140. For more
information on the new security procedures, see the March 19 issue of Staff Notes or contact
the NCAR Security Office at 497-1139.

Locating Applications Software on the NCAR CRAY Computers

by Richard Valent

The CRAY LOCATE command was developed within SCD in response to user requests.
LOCATE is a consulting aid to help you locate SCD-supported software libraries and packages
containing known entries. Use LOCATE to answer these questions:

* Given an entry name, which files and libraries contain that entry?

* Given a file name, which entries are contained in that file?

" Given a name, is it a file name or an entry name?

See the NCAR Software Catalog (TN 192+IA), March 1986, for more information on libraries,
entries, and files.

Command Format

LOCATE, ITEMS=(item-1:... :item-40), KEY=kcey, L=ldn.

ITEMS=item is the only required parameter. Lowercase italic letters in examples represent a
value you choose and type in. The possible keywords and their values are explained below.

Keyword and Values Descriptions

ITEMS=item Replace item with the entry or file you want to locate. You can specify up to
40 items. Use a colon to separate the items, and use parentheses to enclose the
whole list of items.

KEY=key Valid KEY= values are ENTRY and FILE, indicating whether the items are
entries or files. If you don't know whether the items are entries or files, do not
specify KEY=. If KEY= is not specified, your requested items will be searched
for as both entries and files.
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L=ldn List dataset name. The default is $OUT. LOCATE writes to the ldn dataset,
starting at its corrent position.

Special Conditions

CRAY-supported libraries such as $IOLIB and $SCILIB are not included in the LOCATE
library search list.

The output from LOCATE is in tabular form with entries, files, headings, and so on at the top
of the table. Failure to locate an item results in an appropriately identified table line with
question mark fillers (???) for the missing information.

LOCATE Examples

Example 1 CRAY JCL to find ADQUAD, either as an entry or a file name. The data will
be listed in $OUT, since the parameter L= is not supplied:

LOCATE, ITEMS=(ADQUAD).

Output from this example:

ENTRY file library language type
ADQUAD ADQUAD LOCLIB FORTRAN FUNCTION

entry FILE library language type
FORTRAN
FORTRAN
FORTRAN
FORTRAN
FORTRAN
FORTRAN
FORTRAN

FUNCTION
BLOCKDATA
BLOCKDATA
BLOCKDATA
SUBROUTINE
FUNCTION
SUBROUTINE

The output is separated by lines into two sections, one for entries and one for
files. Here is a synopsis of the output:

* There are two files named ADQUAD; one resides on the library LOCLIB
and one resides on the library TESTLIB.

* There is one entry named ADQUAD.

* There are five entries belonging to the LOCLIB package ADQUAD.

* All ADQUAD routines are FORTRAN routines.

CRAY JCL to find AUTOGRAPH as an entry. The data will be listed in TMP:

LOCATE, ITEMS=(AUTOGRAPH), KEY=ENTRY, L=TMP.

The Record

ADQUAD
AQDAT1
AQDAT2
AQDAT3
QUAD
F
TADQUA

ADQUAD
ADQUAD
ADQUAD
ADQUAD
ADQUAD
ADQUAD
ADQUAD

LOCLIB
LOCLIB
LOCLIB
LOCLIB
LOCLIB
TESTLIB
TESTLIB

Example 2
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Output from this example:

ENTRY file library language type

AUTOGRPH ??? ??? ??? ???

The output notation ??? indicates that there is no file containing entry
AUTOGRAPH. Note that the name AUTOGRAPH has been compressed by
LOCATE to the 8-character name AUTOGRPH, which is the name the CRAY
system uses for AUTOGRAPH.

Example 3 CRAY JCL to find AUTOGRAPH as a file name. The data will be listed in
$OUT.

LOCATE, ITEMS=(AUTOGRAPH), KEY=FILE, L=$OUT.

The following is a short sample of the output from the example above. Note
that the name AUTOGRAPH has been compressed to AUTOGRPH.

ENTRY file library language type

AGAXIS AUTOGRPH GGLNCAR FORTRAN SUBROUTINE
AGBACK AUTOGRPH GGLNCAR FORTRAN SUBROUTINE
AGBNCH AUTOGRPH GGLNCAR FORTRAN CHAR. FUNCTION

This documentation of LOCATE is contained in "GETSRC, GETDOC, LOCATE, and
AQPLMS: Source Code and Documentation Retrieval on the CRAY Computers," (Version 2.0,
March 1987). To order a copy, send electronic mail TO MARYB on the IBM 4381 (IO) front-
end computer, or call Mary Buck at (303) 497-1201. Allow two weeks for delivery. Users at
the Mesa Laboratory can obtain a copy from the CRAY drawer in the SCD User Area (Room
22D).

Please direct LOCATE problems and suggestions to Dick Valent at (303) 497-1302.

Richard Valent is the CRAY software librarian in the User Services Section of SCD.

Using NCAR's On-line Software Catalog

by Richard Valent and Barbara Horner-Miller

This article is a guide to using NCAR's on-line Software Catalog on the CRAY computers and
on the IBM 4381 (IO) front-end computer. The on-line Software Catalog is an updated version
of the hardcopy manual, NCAR Software Catalog, (TN 192+IA), March 1986. Since additions
are constantly being made to the Software Catalog, it's a good idea to get in the habit of using
the on-line, rather than the hardcopy, version.

The purpose of the Catalog is to assist you in locating library software. Most of the cataloged
software runs on the CRAY computers, although one important statistical package (the Sta-
tistical Analysis System, known as SAS) is IBM-specific.

The Record
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The on-line version of the Catalog on the IBM 4381 (IO) computer is referred to as "ISORE,"
which stands for "Inventory of Software Resources." You can look at the Catalog on the IBM
computer via the HELP utility. To begin, type the command:

HELP ISORE

in either uppercase or lowercase letters.

To find out which software is available for a particular problem, follow these steps:

1. Determine the categories relevant to your problem needs. An up-to-date list can be
viewed on the IBM by typing the command:

HELP CATEGORIES

The following is a sample of what you'll see on your terminal screen when you issue the
HELP CATEGORIES command:

Flal Vector Norms and Extremal Elements
Fla2 Vector Dot Product
Fla3 Vector Copy or Swap
Fla5 Vector Scaling (vl = s*vl + v2)

When we speak of categories in this article, we are referring to the names Flal, Fla2,
Fla3, and so on. The NCAR On-line Software Catalog includes over 200 such categories,
beginning with A and ending at Z. Each piece of software in the catalog is categorized
under one or more of the categories. Since the categories are not mutually exclusive, it
may be necessary to check the full list for relevant software.

2. View the desired category files. On the IBM computer, you can view the contents of
category "xxx" by typing the following command:

HELP CATE xxx

where xxx is the category name. For example, to view the contents of category Fla2,
type the command:

HELP CATE F1A2

Here is a sample of what you'll see when you issue the HELP CATE F1A2 command:

VIPRFF (IMSL) Vector inner product of two vectors or subsets of two vectors.

VIPRSS (IMSL) Vector inner product of two vectors each of which is part of some
matrix stored in symmetric mode.

F01DAF (NAG) Returns the sum of an initial value and a scalar product, using basic
precision arithmetic.

Each entry in a category file lists the software name, the library, and a short description
of the library routine or package. The library appears in parentheses following the
software name.

The Record
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The software name may refer to a package of routines stored in a singlesource file or to
a single routine stored in a single source file. In general, the local library LOCLIB con-
tains multiple entry files, and the external libraries such as IMSL, NAG and SLATEC
contain one entry per file. As noted in the previous article, you can use LOCATE with a
name to check whether it is a file name or an entry name.

Even if no appropriate software appears in the category files, the Consulting Office (303-
497-1278) can direct queries to appropriate personnel to see if a package is available or to
request that NCAR acquire and support some software for a particular purpose.

3. Obtain the documentation for the software you have selected. This is necessary because
the short descriptions obtained in the previous step do not contain vital information such
as entry calling sequence or algorithm description. To get this information, you must
execute a CRAY job. On the IBM computer, you can use the GETDOC EXEC to build
and send the CRAY job, as illustrated in the following example:

GETDOC LIB=IMSL DOC=VIPRFF,VIPRSS

4. Learn how to access the library containing the software you've chosen. For example, you
may need to know about the relocatable binary residing on the CRAY computers or how
to access the source file. On the IBM computer, you can learn about this by typing the
following command:

HELP LIBR library

where library is any of the following libraries:

AMOSLIB FUNPACK NAG SSDLIN
DOCLIB IMSL $NCARLB $SYSLIB
ECMFFT ITPACK PORT : STARPAC
EDA LINPACK SAS STATLIB
EISPACK LOCLIB $SCILIB TESTLIB
FITPACK MINPACK SLATEC

Please note that not all of these libraries are available through GETSRC and GETDOC
commands. To see which ones are available for GETSRC, type

HELP GETSRC

To see which ones are available for GETDOC, type

HELP GETDOC

The list of available libraries will appear on your screen.

The most highly recommended libraries in the above list are LOCLIB, IMSL, NAG, SAS, and
SLATEC. $NCARLB is a CRAY binary library containing much of the software in LOCLIB.
Catalog information regarding CRAY libraries $SCILIB and $SYSLIB should be supplemented
with the CRAY Programmer's Library Reference Manual (SR-0113), which contains details
about many CRAY routines. Please note that the CALGACM library is not fully supported
and cannot be processed using LOCATE or GETDOC.

The Record
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All of the above steps can be done on the CRAY computers, although using the IBM computer
will probably save you time. If you are using the CRAY computers, here are the correct CRAY
commands:

GETDOC, DOC=(CATEGORIES).
GETDOC, DOC=(F1A2).
GETDOC, DOC=(IMSL).
GETDOC, LIB=IMSL, DOC=(VIPRFF:VIPRSS).

Please note the slightly different format of the IBM and CRAY GETDOC statements.

Remember, if you can't find the software for your problem, contact the NCAR Consulting
Office, and the staff members will direct you to the appropriate software personnel within SCD.

Richard Valent is the CRAY software librarian in the User Services section of SCD; Barbara Horner-Miller
is a consultant in the same section.

Some Performance Measurements of SSDLIN

by Michael Pernice

Introduction

SSDLIN is a collection of out-of-core linear algebra subroutines available on NCAR's CRAY
computers since February 2, 1987. For documentation on SSDLIN, see the SCD document enti-
tled "SSDLIN: A Collection of Out-of-core Linear Algebra Software" or the article of the same
name in the February 1987 issue of The Record.

Since the installation of SSDLIN, I ran several tests on the CRAY,CX computer to evaluate
the performance of the linear algebra applications available in SSDLIN and to provide our
users with guidelines on how to use them effectively. This article describes the results of some
of those tests. Information concerning the performance of all of the user entries in SSDLIN will
be published at a future date in both the SCD on-line and the SCD hardcopy versions of the
SSDLIN documentation.

For further reference to the performance of a CRAY Time Sharing System implementation of
SSDLIN, see Bucher, I.Y. and T.L. Jordan 1984: "Linear Algebra Programs for a Vector Com-
puter with a Secondary Solid State Storage Device," in Advances in Computer Methods for Par-
tial Differential Equations V, IMACS 1984: R. Vichnevetsky and R.S. Stepleman, editors, pp.
546-550.

Objectives of the Tests

In general, out-of-core software applications (ones that are not memory-contained) can run
very inefficiently because of the need to move data between central memory and external dev-
ices. Such applications are called I/O-bound, meaning that the wall-clock time of execution is
dominated by the amount of time that is spent performing input and output operations. Use
of a fast external device such as the Solid-state Storage Device (SSD) on NCAR's CRAY,CX
computer can, in principle, lead to out-of-core software applications that are compute-bound; in
other words, the wall-clock time of execution is dominated by the amount of time that is spent
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doing computations. The availability of a fast external device such as the SSD was the pri-
mary motivation at Los Alamos National Laboratory for writing SSDLIN.

The performance tests I ran on NCAR's CRAY,CX computer show that, with a judicious
choice of parameters, SSDLIN provides out-of-core linear algebra software that is compute-
bound rather than I/O-bound. Since SSDLIN simulates direct access I/O by using the CRAY
synchronous word-addressable I/O subroutines GETWA and PUTWA, the results of these tests
are also useful for comparing the performance of this kind of direct access I/O on the SSD and
the conventional DD-49 disk drives.

Circumstances of the Tests

All of the results presented in this article were generated by running a FORTRAN test code
which was compiled by the CFT 1.15 compiler on NCAR's CRAY,CX computer running COS
1.15. The total execution times of the tested routines were obtained by using the CRAY
UTLIB routine TIMEF, which measures elapsed wall-clock time. The time for computations
was found by subtracting the time spent in I/O (also measured with the use of TIMEF) from
the total execution time. Measurements were made when the CRAY,CX computer contained
both a typical job mix (between 8:00 and 17:00 on a weekday) and a dedicated environment (no
other jobs were running). The results obtained in a mixed environment help predict perfor-
mance in a typical run, while the results obtained in a dedicated environment show how the
software performs when the overhead of resource contention is eliminated. Resource conten-
tion occurs when two or more jobs request a limited system resource (such as an I/O channel)
at the same time.

The test results in this article were generated by solving a single full system of linear equa-
tions. To use SSDLIN to solve such a problem, one must partition the matrix of coefficients
into blocks. These blocks become individual records in the file in which the matrix of
coefficients is stored. Time spent performing I/O and time spent performing computations was
measured as the size of the blocks was varied. The tests were run for a small system (order
400) and a large system (order 1000), using both the SSD and the DD-49 disk drives as external
devices.

Performance of I/O is very sensitive to the size of the I/O buffers that are used. In each test,
the I/O buffers were set large enough to fit a single block. This was done to prevent perfor-
mance degradation that could be attributed to using buffers that are too small.

Test Results

The tables that accompany this article summarize the results of these tests. These tables illus-
trate the time spent in computation and the time spent performing I/O for both the SSD and
the DD-49 disks. All times are reported in seconds and reflect elapsed wall-clock time as
opposed to CPU time. An additional pair of columns provides the ratio between the time
required when running with the DD-49 disk drives and the time required when running with the
SSD. Tables that summarize the cost of running the test programs show the maximum job
size, the I/O wait time, and the number of General Accounting Units (GAUs) used.
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Table I
Solution of General Full System of Linear Equations

Matrix Size 400
Batch Environment

SSD DD-49 Ratio: DD-49 / SSD
Blockk

Size Compute I/O Compute I/O Compute I/O
25 0.581 2.787 0.909 67.390 1.56 24.18
50 0.359 0.735 0.458 18.319 1.28 24.92

100 0.323 0.118 0.328 4.161 1.02 35.26
200 0.321 0.039 0.340 2.324 1.06 59.59

Job Cost

SSD DD-49

Block Maximum

Size Job Size I/O Wait GAUs I/O Wait GAUs

25 227,215 15.43 0.00669 38.73 0.00848
50 258,108 10.63 0.00627 17.71 0.00716

100 332,528 11.30 0.00637 10.13 0.00677
200 531,904 12.33 0.00686 15.24 0.00717

Table II
Solution of General Full System of Linear Equations

Matrix Size 400
Dedicated Environment

SSD DD-49 Ratio: DD-49 / SSD
Blockk

Size Comute I O CompLPe 1/0 Compute 1/0
25 0.561 1.482 0.561 31.069 1.00 20.96
50 0.314 0.323 0.314 6.241 1.00 19.32

100 0.288 0.068 0.288 1.258 1.00 18.5
200 0.286 0.033 0.286 0.661 1.00 20.0

Job Cost

Block Maximum SSD DD-49

Size Job Size I /O W~ait GAUs I /O W~ait GAUs

25 227,215 2.16 0.00177 31.20 0.00278
50 258,108 2.18 0.00184 8.05 0.00219

100 332,528 2.33 0.00184 3.68 0.00205
200 531,904 2.85 0.00197 3.54 0.00213
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Table III
Solution of General Full System of Linear Equations

Matrix Size 1000
Batch Environment

Block SSD DD-49 Ratio: DD-49 / SSD

Size Compute I/O Compute I/O Compute j1/Q
50 5.747 7.780 7.865 458.247 1.37 58.9

100 5.114 1.590 6.188 110.257 1.21 69.34
200 4.832 0.502 4.959 17.613 1.03 35.09
500 4.934 0.705 4.588 4.205 0.93 5.96

Job Cost

Block Maximum SSD DD-49

Size Job Size I/O Wait GAUs I/O Wait GAUs
50 323,644 28.29 0.01081 260.58 0.02580

100 463,600 12.47 0.01031 88.49 0.01871
200 777,664 12.21 0.01086 28.54 0.01552
500 2,316,656 21.10 0.01956 25.98 0.01926

Table IV
Solution of General Full System of Linear Equations

Matrix Size 1000
Dedicated Environment

Block SSD DD-49 Ratio: DD-49 / SSD

Size Compute I/O Compute I/O Compute 1Q
50 4.760 4.343 4.928 75.360 1.04 17.35

100 4.308 0.808 4.338 13.847 1.01 17.14
200 4.222 0.317 4.334 6.020 1.03 18.99
500 4.049 0.261 4.051 3.244 1.00 12.43

Job Cost

Rln* Q ;m 1mSSD 
DD-49Block M/aximumSDDD4

Size Job Size I/O W~ait GAUs I/O W~ait GAUs

50 323,644 1.89 0.00341 71.97 0.01877
100 463,600 2.07 0.00314 15.45 0.00537
200 777,664 2.37 0.00335 9.16 0.00495
500 2,316,656 5.02 .0.00551 9 .06 0.00730
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Observations

Note that despite differences in operating systems and I/O subroutines, the performance of the
full-linear system solvers on NCAR's CRAY,CX computer compares favorably to that reported
by Bucher and Jordan.

In addition, the following observations can readily be made from the test results:

1. The SSD consistently outperforms the DD-49 disk drives. For sufficiently large block sizes,
the solution of a single linear system is compute-bound when the SSD is used. When the
DD-49 disks are used as an external device, the solution of a single linear system with
SSDLIN is always I/O-bound. This is true in both the mixed and the dedicated environ-
ments.

2. The actual time spent in computation when using the SSD or the DD-49 disks is roughly
the same. Because of increased use of vectorization, compute times decrease for both
external devices as the block size increases.

3. While the performance tables clearly show an improvement in performance as the block
size increases, the cost tables show that using blocks that are too large results in a higher
cost (in terms of GAUs). This cost increase is due primarily to the increase in memory
requirements of the jobs as the block size increases. With larger blocks, a larger percen-
tage of the matrix of coefficients must be kept in memory, more work space must be pro-
vided, and larger I/O buffers are used. This cost can be somewhat offset by using smaller
buffers, but there is a corresponding degradation in performance.

4. For the large problem and moderate block sizes, using the SSD consistently results in a
substantial reduction in I/O wait time. For the small problem, the SSD still outperforms
the DD-49 disk drives, but the gain in performance is not nearly so great.

Similar observations can be made about the performance of the other out-of-core linear algebra
applications provided by SSDLIN.

There is an interesting trend-for which I have no explanation- in the runs performed on a
dedicated system. For both problem sizes, I/O wait time for the SSD increases as the block
size increases, whereas I/O wait time for the DD-49 disks decreases as the block size increases.

In general, SSDLIN provides a compute-bound solution to a general dense system of linear
equations when the SSD is used as the external device and the matrix of coefficients is parti-
tioned into blocks which are at least 100 by 100. Furthermore, the best performance is
achieved by using the largest possible blocks, because direct access I/O on the SSD is most
efficient when very large records (greater than 75,000 CRAY words) are involved. On the other
hand, if your objective is to minimize job cost (as measured by GAUs), then the job cost tables
clearly indicate that an optimum block size is one that partitions the matrix of coefficients into
4 to 8 blocks per column.
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Mass Storage System News
Checksum Errors and MSS Files

During the period from 08:00 on March 5 to 07:45 on March 10, a hardware problem occurred
on the Mass Storage System (MSS) that resulted in checksum errors for some MSS files. There
were 646 MSS files written during this interval that may have been affected by the hardware
malfunction. If you wrote a file to the MSS during this period, you may not be able to access
it because of the checksum problem.

A list of the 646 files written during this period is available on the IBM 4381 (IO) front-end
computer. You can display the file in the editor by issuing the following two commands:

LINKLIB
XEDIT BADMSS DATASETS

If you cannot access the list on the IBM 4381 (IO) computer, call the Consulting Office at (303)
497-1278, and they will check the list for you. If you have a file on the list, you should check it
immediately as shown below.

Checking Your MSS Files

Substantial work remains to be done to complete the full configuration of the MSS and its data
communications links to other machines. It is possible that additional hardware problems may
occur in the future. We strongly recommend that you check the integrity of all your
files after writing them to the MSS. The easiest method for checking a file is to ACQUIRE
the file after it has been written, and then use the COPYD command to copy the file. If this
procedure is successful, it ensures that the file can be read in future.

Documentation Update

SCD Documentation

"Writing and Debugging FORTRAN Programs on the IBM 4381," by Barbara Horner-Miller.
Version 1.0, March 1987. This document replaces "Running and Debugging Jobs on the IBM
4341," December 1982. The new document provides general information to facilitate your
work, as well as addressing the issues of writing and debugging FORTRAN programs.

"GETSRC, GETDOC, LOCATE, and AQPLMS: Source Code and Documentation Retrieval on
the CRAY Computers," by Richard Valent. Version 2.0, March 1987. This document replaces
"GETSRC, GETDOC, and AQPLMS: Obtaining Source Code and Documentation on the
CRAY Computers," Version 1.1, December 1986. The new document provides information on
the new command, LOCATE, and contains some recent software changes. (See the article,
"Locating Applications Software on the NCAR CRAY Computers" in this issue.)

To keep your documentation up-to-date, discard the two earlier documents and order these
two new ones. To order, send electronic mail TO MARYB on the IBM 4381 (IO) front-end
computer, or call Mary Buck at (303) 497-1201. Allow two weeks for delivery. Users at the
Mesa Laboratory can obtain SCD documentation from the bookshelves and black filing cabinet
in the SCD User Area, Room 22D, in the first basement.
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Summary of Daily Bulletin Items

IBM 4881 (I0) Front-end Computer

To access the archive of recent Daily Bulletin items on the IBM 4381 (IO) front-end computer,
type

dailyarc

Mass Storage System

Those 13,000 files that SCD transferred to the MSS from the old TBM system last summer will
be purged after 00:30 on Monday, March 9. REMEMBER, PURGED FILES CANNOT BE
RECOVERED!

The Systems staff is testing new hardware to increase channel speed between the CRAY com-
puters and the MSS. Configuration problems are causing increased checksum errors, and in
some cases, false file writes that appear to be successful. IBM Customer Engineers and the
Systems staff are working to resolve this problem. UNTIL FURTHER NOTICE, BE SURE TO
READ YOUR MSS FILES AFTER DISPOSING THEM FROM THE CRAY COMPUTERS.

Miscellaneous

Full DICOMED operations were restored Feb. 20. Charging against GAU allocations for
DICOMED use went into effect Feb. 20. The charges are 5 times the previous rates. Editor's
Note: For information on the status of DICOMED charging, see the SCDUG Meeting Minutes.

Minutes of the SCD Users Group Meeting

February 23, 1987

Ray Bovet (HAO) called the meeting to order. There being no corrections or additions to the
January SCDUG minutes, they were approved.

Report from the SCD Acting Director - Margaret Drake

The following items were briefly addressed:

- IBM 3380 Disk Farm:
The IBM 3380 Disk Farm is finally functional in test mode. It is connected to the two
CRAY computers and to the IBM 4381 Mass Storage Control Processor. Editor's note: SCD
anticipates that the disk farm should be available to friendly users about the week of April 18,
and available to all users around May 11.

- Communications:
The NCAR Director is now establishing a committee to deal with the local aspect of the
communications issue. A meeting on USAN has been scheduled for March 11, 1987.

- SCD SPEC Review:
UCAR's survey questionnaire is in, and 67% of the questionnaires have been returned.
UCAR is now compiling the information. SCD's SPEC Review will be March 2, 3, 4, 1987.
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- Summer Supercomputing Institute (SSI):
Dick Sato is currently responding to an NSF Request For Proposal (RFP). If all goes well
and the proposal is funded, SCD will once again be hosting the Institute in August of this
year.

SCD Annual User Conference:
The SCD User Conference is now being planned for the winter months of FY88. Considera-
tion is currently being given to emphasize training, tutorials, and so on.

- NSF DASC Meeting:
Margaret attended a meeting with the NSF Division of Advanced Scientific Computing
(DASC) director, Gorden Bell (NSF), and NSF Director, Eric Bloch. At this meeting, Bloch
emphasized the importance for the centers to maintain their "multi-disciplined" environ-
ment.

- NSF Meeting on Visualization (that is, Graphics):
This meeting was to bring about cooperation and possible collaboration of multi-agency
development in the research of graphics tools. An NSF committee concerned with this topic
has been established.

- NCAR Graphics Package:
Referring to the SCD Graphics Package, Margaret commented that plans are underway
concerning the copyright issue.

Although SCD is currently not distributing its graphics package, it was pointed out that
NCAR's Meso-scale Research Section (MRS) is distributing its VMS version of the graphics
package for $200.00.

- Status of SCD Directorship Position: The Selection Committee interviewed candidates last
week and a recommendation was given to Dr. Anthes.

NCAR Electronic Mail System--Jon Corbet, Greg Woods, and Don Morris

(Summary of presentations)

Jon Corbet (VMS Computers)

VMS users who wish to send mail to a non-VMS host must use a special syntax. To get to any
non-VMS system, the syntax is

NCAR%"user@host"

(Editor's Note: The quotation marks are necessary and the portion within the quotation marks
must be in lowercase.) Mail addressed in this manner can reach just about any non-VMS NCAR
host. Mail to a user on another NCAR VMS computer should be addressed to

HOST:: USER

VMS hosts at NCAR are AAP1, AAP2, RDSS, MRS and CSD.
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Greg Woods (UNIXTM Computers)

Mail sent from a user on an NCAR UNIX computer to any other NCAR host (regardless of the
type of host) is addressed to

user@host

The UNIX mailer takes care of the details of delivery. UNIX hosts at NCAR (with their alter-
nate names in parentheses), are hao (ha), haovax (hv), hao-hw (hw), hao-is (is), acdpyr (acd),
scdpyr (scd), scdswl (swl), scdsw2 (sw2), groucho (ucar3), asp-m (asp).

To/From Non-NCAR Hosts (Jon Corbet & Greg Woods)

It is possible to send electronic mail by several routes (via SCD and HAO gateway computer)
in and out of NCAR. Note, however, that although this service is widely used, it is not
officially supported by HAO or by SCD; therefore, the reliability of the service varies. Syntax
for directing mail in and out of NCAR depends on the originating and the destination hosts. A
description of this syntax is beyond the scope of these minutes.

Don Morris (IBM-I/O)

The IBM 4381 computer is connected to the local Ethernet with a hardware box called the
Fibronics 200 performing the Ethernet protocol functions and a software system called KNET
supporting the TCP/IP protocol suite. The part of the TCP/IP suite that supports mail is
called the Simple Mail Transfer Protocol (SMTP). This allows the IBM 4381 computer to com-
municate with other TCP/IP based systems that also have SMTP.

Mail addressed to a user on the IBM 4381 computer is in the standard TCP/IP convention:

user@scd4381

For users outside of NCAR who are part of the Internet community, it is:

user@scd4381.ucar.edu.

The IP address of the IBM 4381 computer is 128.117.8.7. Mail reaching the IBM 4381 this way
is placed into the user's virtual READER and appears to come from the ORIGINID SMTP, not
the user's ID. When an attempt is made to move this file to the user's virtual disk, the file is
automatically appended to the file ALL NOTEBOOK AO. The ALL NOTEBOOK file is
created automatically when the first SMTP mail file is moved.

Mail sent from the IBM 4381 using SMTP uses the syntax

EMAIL user AT host

EMAIL and AT are keywords; host may be a name or an IP number, but in either case must
appear in the KNET host table. The KNET host table is the file IPNODES KNET and is
found by linking to the 191 disk of the virtual machine KNET with read password READ.
Upon invoking EMAIL, the user is placed in XEDIT.

TM UNIX is a registered trademark of Bell Laboratories.
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It was concluded that this topic was very important and warranted further discussions by the
SCD Users Group. Bovet stated that he would discuss this with SCD staff members, Don
Morris and Joe Choy, and it will be a topic at a future SCDUG meeting.

Proposed Solutions for the DICOMED Problem - B. T. O'Lear

DICOMED Shutdown

SCD management turned off the DICOMED graphics processors to NCAR users last week in
order to run out jobs that were already in the computers and to correct the overload problem
on the DICOMED processors. At that time, the new charging algorithm was implemented.
The new charge is five times greater than the normal rate. (This change is addressed by Pete
Peterson in the "Status of the Charging Algorithm" section below).

A question arose as to why the DICOMED processors had to be turned off so abruptly, because
this was very disruptive to the users. O'Lear explained that the system was so backlogged
that there was nothing SCD could do but flush the machines out, and the charges had to be
implemented.

Several options to increase the capacity of the DICOMED processors were mentioned. An
extra 35mm camera and a fiche camera would cost approximately $330,000. The following
options would require the purchase of these two cameras to supplement SCD's existing cam-
eras:

* Purchase a DEC 11/8x configuration for $20,000 to $30,000 to supplement or replace the
existing 11/34 node.

* Add more disks to the Mass Storage System and drive one camera from this computer.
Given sufficient upgrades to the CPU, both cameras could be driven from the Mass Store
Control Processor (MSCP).

* Bring back one of the IBM 4341 computers (which are still around), and install a translator
capable of running VM on the IBM 4341 computer.

* Have all translation done on the CRAY computers and graphics instructions sent directly
to the DICOMED using the IBM 4381 connection now being developed.

Status of the Charging Algorithm - Pete Peterson

DICOMED Charges

Increased usage on the DICOMED processors also drastically increased the turnaround time,
thereby causing enormous backlogs. In the past, charges for use of the DICOMED resources
were calculated but not assessed against the user's GAU allocations (resources were previously
free for all users). To encourage more efficient use of the DICOMED processors, the charges
have been increased and are now assessed against the user's GAU allocations.
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Illustration of the Current Charging Algorithm on the DICOMED Processors

The current charge is approximately 5 times greater than the old charge and is calculated as
follows:

DICOMED GAU Charges = .002D + .003C + .0001M + .01F

where:

D = Megabytes of data read from disk drive
C = Megabytes of data transmitted to camera
M = Number of frames of microfilm generated
F = Number of fiche cards generated

Note: There is only one level of service; therefore all jobs are charged on the same basis.

General Charges

Statistical information was distributed. Peterson explained that SCD had been overcharging
for both the memory and the SSD due to the calculation for the amount of time that a job was
in memory. As it turned out, the calculation was too large and much too variable. This was
primarily due to the wait on CPU time accumulated for a job. The problem was solved by
going to different calculation of time and memory that excluded the time that a job is waiting
on a CPU.

Overcharging on the SSD occurred when I/O requests were incorrectly charged to SSD users.
This happened because, at the user level, the CRAY Operating System (COS) does not distin-
guish between SSD requests and magnetic disk requests. Therefore, SCD was charging for the
SSD disk use for storage accesses. Because it is impossible to distinguish between the two at
the user level, the solution SCD arrived at was to eliminate the charge for accesses on either
the SSD or magnetic disk and to increase the charge on the transfer of data to the magnetic
disk.

Another problem SCD recently discovered is that it was overcharging for the access of data on
charges generated by the Mass Store Control Processor. SCD had not included in the algo-
rithm a charge per CPU hour. However, erroneous data in the CPU field, which should have
been zero, was computed. As a result, there was a significant overcharge for the mass store
computer. This, however, has been corrected and the overcharge has been removed from the
users' charges against their allocations. Because of all these changes in the algorithms, SCD is
behind in producing the daily reports. Hopefully, in a week or two SCD will be up-to-date on
these reports.

Future Agenda Items

Anyone having suggestions for the next SCDUG meeting should contact Ray. The next meet-
ing will be on March 30, 1987 in the Main Seminar Room.
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Computer Resources Allocated in February 1987

GAU
SCIENTIST PROJECT TITLE

Request Alloc.

Norman L. Miller Collection efficiency of 5.0 5.0
University of Wisconsin aerosols by snow crystals

at Madison

Steven A. Ackerman Radiative characteristics of a 2.5 2.5
Colorado State University desert environment

Eugene S. Takle Finite element boundary-layer 4.0 4.0
Iowa State University model

Tsutomu Takahashi Hawaii cloud band simulation 10.0 10.0
University of Hawaii

Roger M. Wakimoto Multi-Doppler analyses of 10.0 10.0
UCLA microbursts

* John E. Walsh Sea ice sensitivities of 30.0 30.0
University of Illinois CFM forecasts

* This request was reviewed by the Scientific Computing Division Advisory
Panel on September 29-30, 1986.

Note: A request may be supported at a lower level than requested because:

a. It exceeds the five-hour limit above which Panel review is required; or

b. Reviewers consider the amount of time requested to be excessive.
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Summary of NCAR Computer Use for February 1987

Please note that the total figures for the CRAY,CX computer are calculated using the statis-
tics from each of the four separate processors in the computer.

CRAY,CX Computer

February Fiscal YTD
Total Day Avg. Total Day Avg.

Processor Hours in the Month 2688.00 96.000 8640.00 57.219
less Scheduled PM 24.05 0.859 70.42 0.466

less Hardware Downtime 5.00 0.179 52.12 0.345
less Software Downtime 0.07 0.002 8.20 0.054
less Environmental Downtime 2.03 0.072 12.11 0.080
less Operations Use 0.15 0.005 2.24 0.015
less Other Causes 0.48 0.017 1.23 0.008

Processor Hours Up 2656.22 94.865 8493.68 56.250
less Systems Checkout 0.00 0.000 4.19 0.028

Processor Hours Avail. to Users 2656.22 94.865 8489.49 56.222
less Idle Time 450.26 16.081 885.73 5.866

Processor Hours in Use 2205.96 78.784 7603.76 50.356
% Available Hours Used 83.05 % 89.57 %

CRAY,C1 COMPUTER

February Fiscal YTD
Total Day Avg. Total Day Avg.

Processor Hours in the Month 672.00 24.000 3624.00 24.000
less Scheduled PM 14.47 0.517 80.90 0.536
less Hardware Downtime 0.80 0.029 17.58 0.116
less Software Downtime 0.47 0.017 8.45 0.056
less Environmental Downtime 1.95 0.070 23.77 0.157
less Operations Use 0.55 0.020 2.00 0.013
less Other Causes 0.00 0.000 0.89 0.006

Processor Hours Up 653.76 23.349 3490.41 23.115
less Systems Checkout 0.00 0.000 2.96 0.020

Processor Hours Avail. to Users 653.76 23.349 3487.45 23.096
less Idle Time 48.60 1.736 103.74 0.687

Processor Hours in Use 605.16 21.613 3383.71 22.409
% Available Hours Used 92.57 % 97.03 %
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